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'rHE CALENDAR
MONDAY, JULY 3 Registration
WEDNESDAY, JULY 5 Classes Begin
SATURDAY, JULY 8 .. Classes in Session this Saturday Only
FRIDAY, AUGUST 11 .... Etcamiruiiions for Regular Session
SATURDAY, AUGUST 12. Examinations for Regular Session
FRIDAY, AUGUST 25.Examinations for Accelemted Session
SATURDAY, AUGUST 26
Examinations for Accelerated Session
PURPOSE
The summer session is designed to provide for the following
needs:
1. Required courses for former graduates now seeking the
bachelor's degree, both General Education and Physical
Education.
2. Required courses for the master's degree in Elementary
Education, Health Education, Physical Education, and
Recreation Education.
3. Required courses for the Intensive Teacher Training
Program designed to meet the requirements 'for college
graduates for Elementary Certification.
4. Refresher courses and courses for certification in the
General Elementary Education field for graduates of this
and other colleges.
5. Required courses for the accelerated program.
6. Refresher courses in Health Education and Physical
Education.
7. Courses in Health Teaching:
Courses in both content and methods organized to help
teachers prepare themselves for health education instruc-
tion.
8. Required professional courses for School Dental Hygienist
certificate.
9. Several professional courses required for School Nurse
Teachers.
10. Courses designed to prepare for Camping Education and
the Recreation Field.
Address requests for information to:
Director of the Summer Session
State Teachers College
Cortland, New York
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SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE 1950 SESSION
Provision has been made in the summer session for
courses in the following special areas:
The Masters Degree. The requirement for the Master's De-
gree with a complete program of the courses available for the
summer will be found on pages 24-39. The course descriptions
are given under the appropriate headings on pages 34-39.
Paet-Seselon Work. A limited number of graduate, or
advanced-undergraduate in-service teachers may spend from
one to foul' weeks working on a personal-professional problem
in connection with Education 801a and 801b, or Education
815 and 816. A teacher wishing to do these types of work
must arrange her program with her adviser, or the chairman
of the department in advance of the opening of the session.
The regular point tuition, and a special administration fee of
ten dollars are charged for such individual work. Registration
should be made early as an adviser can arrange for only a
limited number of individual students.
Post-Session. Post-session work is offered at the College and
at the camp at Raquette Lake on the basis of one credit hour
pel' week of session.
Early Childhood Education Program. The Early Childhood
Education program was introduced at C.S.T.C. in the fall of
1949. It will be begun for graduate students in the summer of
1950, through the Kindergarten-Nursery section of the ITP
Schedule.
Elementary School Supervision, and Administration: The col-
lege offers six hours of work in both supervision, and adminis-
tration in the elementary school. These courses may count
toward the masters degree, and when approved by the State
Commissioner of Education, may serve as basic and required
courses for state certification in these areas of work.
The Intensive Training Program for College Graduales. To
meet the emergency created by the shortage of elementary
teachers, the Commissioner of Education will grant a tempo-
rary license to any college graduate holding a baccalaureate
degree who may be interested in elementary teaching. Having
accepted a position, the teacher must start attendance at
Summer Sessions to obtain the necessary preparation. The
necessary courses leading to an emergency certificate will be
provided at Cortland during the Summer Session. Credit
earned under this program may be applied toward the masters
degree.
'School Dental Hygienist Certificalion. The 18 hours in ap-
proved and appropriate professional courses required for pro-
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visional and permanent certification in this field are available
in summer sessions.
School-Nurse Teacher Certification. Of the courses required
the following are offered this summer: Nutrition T. Sociology,
Organization and Administration of Public School Education,
and Health Service in Public Schools.
Health Education. Graduate students including teachers and
supervisors will be interested in the course, The Role of The
Elementary School Teacher in School Health Education. This
will be offered in the post-summer school session, August 14-
26. .
The Recreation Field. Through the leadership of an expert in
the field of recreation, opportunity is given for both graduate
and undergraduate work in this interesting field. A part of the
program will be conducted at the Huntington Camp at
Raquette Lake.
Activity Program Clinics. Two clinics will be offered with
graduate and undergraduate credit under the leadership of
outstanding visiting instructors including (1) Evaluation and
Demonstration of Physical Education Activities for the Ele-
mentary Program, and (2) Advanced Coaching Courses in
Football, Basketball and Athletic Training.
Graduate Workshops in Physical Education and Recreation.
The workshops are designed for teachers, supervisors and ad-
ministrators: Planning and Readapting Physical Education
Facilities and Equipment; Supervision of the Public School
Physical Education Program; Curriculum Construction in
Physical Education; Correlation of the School and Community
Recreation Program.
Driver Education. A six-week credit course will be offered to
prepare teachers of driver education for the secondary school
including laboratory experience in the use of the dual-control
car.
The Raquette Lake Sesslons, Open to all majors. The Collis
P. Huntington Camp was given to the State in 1948 for use in
the Cortland State Teachers College camping program. The
camp includes three hundred acres of land, three and one-half
miles of shore line, and eighteen buildings clustered in an area
of twenty-five acres.
For the summer of 1950, the following program has been
arranged: '
Two-Week Session, July 3-July 15
Undergraduate men and women completing required
camping program. (PE - RE 202 Camp Leadership
Training.)
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Two-Week Post Session, August 14-August 26
Workshop for graduate students in Outdoor Education
in the School Program. 2 credit hours. Open to all
graduate students of all departments. Enrollment will
be limited, and students are urged to make early appli-
cation for this course.
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY FOR EDUCATION STUDENTS
The Epsilon Chi Chapter of Kappa Delta Pi, now 5 years
old at Cortland, has voted to extend membership to qualified
graduate students. An interesting program has been arranged
for the Summer Session.
*The college has always endeavored to maintain an inter-
esting social program during the summer session. Cortland is
located in the beautiful Finger Lake section of New York
State within easy motoring distance of the beautiful lakes;
Cayuga, Owasco, Skaneateles, and Otisco. Cortland itself has
an altitude of about 1,300 feet giving it a cool climate condu-
cive to study. Plays, dances, roller skating parties, picnics and
theater parties are provided for the summer session. Every
day under competent instruction, students who desire to know
more about sports and outdoor games are given a chance to
participate in such activities as tennis, softball, badminton,
basketball, football, archery, etc. The swimming pool, while
used extensively for instruction, will also be open for leisure
swimming. Both men and women are invited to take advantage
of the free instruction offered.
SOCIAL UFE
SCHOOL OF PRACTICE
The College School of Practice, including children from the
nursery school to the eighth grade, will be in session from July
7 to August 8. The program will extend from 9 :00 to 12 :30
o'clock, Monday through Friday.
The elementary school has the two-fold purpose of pro-
viding children with a varied and enriched summer program,
and providing college students with an opportunity to observe
and participate in teaching situations. First consideration in
the use of the School of Practice will be given to the needs of
the teachers in the Intensive Training Program who wiJI
spend about one-half of their time working with children.
No tuition is required of elementary school pupils, how-
ever a fee of about three dollars will be necessary for inci-
dental school supplies, and it will be necessary for a child to
have a gym suit, shoes, and a swimming suit.
College students who wish to register their children in the
School of Practice should make early arrangements by writ-
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ing to the Coordinator of the College School of Practice. Chil-
dren who enroll are expected to attend regularly during the
entire period.
FEES
Students in attendance at the regular summer session who
are residents of New York State are charged a fee of $7.00 a
semester hour for undergraduate courses and $10.00 a semes-
ter hour for graduate courses. Students who are residents of
other states, including those enrolled in the accelerated pro-
gram, must pay a fee of $10.00 a semester hour for under-
graduate or graduate courses. Students leaving the summer
session at any time during the first five school days of the
session shall be entitled to a refund of the amount of said fee.
Students enrolled in the accelerated program, who are resi-
dents of New York State, do not pay a state fee.
In-service teachers to whom cadets have been assigned from
Cortland, pay no tuition fee for undergraduate courses.
All students pay a social activity assessment of three dollars.
For this fee a varied and interesting calendar of social events
is prepared for the entire summer session. The full schedule
of social events will be announced at the opening of the sum-
mer session.
LIVING EXPENSES
The price range for living accommodations in Cortland is
as follows:
Room only $4.00-$5.00
Room and kitchen privileges 4.50- 6.00
(Graduates and upper classmen)
Room and Board 12.00-15.00
Freshmen women will be placed directly through the office
of the Dean of Women. Group houses accommodate approxi-
mately twenty-five women students each and offer board and
room to both freshmen and upper classmen. There will be an
eighteen-room dormitory with light kitchen privileges open to
thirty-six women students.
Faculty and graduate houses will be open to faculty and
older students who wish to room near the college in a friendly,
professional atmosphere.
A group house for men will furnish room and board for
sixty men. Another will furnish room and kitchen privileges
for twenty men. There are also other rooms available.
Reservations may be made in advance through the office
of the Dean of Women. For further information in locating
quarters, write directly to the Dean of Women.
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VETERAN'S BENEFITS
Cortland State Teachers College has been approved by the
Veterans Administration for educational training under the
several acts of Congress. For approved veterans, the govern-
ment pays for tuition, fees, books and supplies, and subsistence
of the veteran according to regulations established by the
Veterans Administration. The college maintains a Veteran's
Office to which inquiries may be directed. Correspondence
relative to housing should be sent to the Dean of Women.
Veterans who are transferring to Cortland for summer
study and veterans who are beginning their regular program
of college study under the Veterans Administration must bring
to the college on the first day of registration a Certificate of
Eligibility and Entitlement showing validity at Cortland State
Teachers College and also naining the course they wish to
study. If a veteran is transferring from another college he
should request his supplemental Certificate of Eligibility six
weeks in advance of the opening of the summer session. This is
a most important matter. Only the Veterans Administration
can issue these certificates and no veteran can receive benefits
without a proper authorization in advance.
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS FOR THREE·YEAR GENERAL
EDUCATION GRADUATES
Cortland graduates of the three-year program who have
not yet finished their fourth year for the degree need courses
in the areas listed here:
15 hours in some field of specialization
6 hours of English
3 hours of Education
8 hours of Liberal Cultural Electives
If English is chosen for the specialization, then the six
hours of English listed in the foregoing shall be taken in the
field of Social Studies. For those students who are not gradu-
ates of Cortland State Teachers College, all 32 hours must be
taken in residence at Cortland. For former Cortland students,
however, only the last two summer sessions or equivalent need
be taken on campus.
ACCELERATION
By attendance three academic years and three summer
sessions of eight weeks each, an undergraduate may complete
the four-year curriculum in three years. Admission of new
accelerates is open only to General Elementary students. The
following patterns have been provided for this 1950 session:
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Freshmen
July Entrants
Subiect Time
Science 103 & 203-Biology .. 8 :00-11 :00
HP 206-Community Health. 2 :00- 3 :00
Music 10l-Backgrounds ... 11 :40- 1 :00
January Entrants
Music 102-Essentials ..... 8 :00- 9 :20
HP 206-Community Health .10 :00-11 :00
Science 103 & 203-Biology .. 1 :00- 4 :00
Sophomores
Subiect. Time
Section A
S.S. 201-202-American
History I & II 11 :00- 1 :00
Ed. 20l-Child and Curl'. 1.. 8 :00-10:00
Section B
S.S. 201-202-American
History I & II. . . . . . . . . .. 1 :00- 3 :00
Ed. 201-Child and Curl'. 1. .10 :00-12 :00
COURSES FOR
DENTAL HYGIENIST CERTIFICATION
Room
207
205
129
Credit
6
2
2
129
129
207
2
2
6
Room Credit
212 6
122B 4
212 6
122B 4
The Certification Division of the State Education Depart-
ment has approved the courses offered by this College for
both the Provisional and the Permanent Certificates. The fol-
lowing courses are required for certification, and are given
this summer.
For the Provisional Certificate
Ed HP 308 Organization and Administration of
Public School Education ..........• 2 hrs.
HP 201 Health Service in Public Schools 2 hrs.
HE 609 Health Education Methods for School
Dental Hygiene Teachers 2 hrs,
For the Permanent Certificate
HP 203 Nutrition .4 hrs.
HP 407 Mental and Emotional Health 2 hrs.
HP 303 History and Principles of Public School
Education 2 hrs.
HP 409 Health Education Organization and Ad-
ministration Seminar 2 hI'S.
HE 610 Organization and Administration of Case
Studies 2 hrs.
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School dental hygiene teachers who may wish to start
work toward the bachelors degree with a major in health edu-
cation or in some other area should consult the Dean to deter-
mine the program.
DESCRIPTION OF UNDERGRADUATE COURSES
Key to Numbering System
Courses are numbered according to the following plan:
101-199 For freshmen
200-299 For sophomores
300-399 For juniors
400-499 For seniors
500-599 Electives for sophomores, juniors or seniors
600-699 Electives for juniors and seniors only
700-799 Electives for seniors and graduates
800-899 For graduate students only
ARTS
Music 101: Backgrounds in Music Literature 2 semester hours
An approach to music as an art, with emphasis on its esthetic and
expressive qualities through the study, singing and listening to represen-
tative compositions selected from the field of music literature. Attention
is focused on the Characteristics of melody, harmony, rhythm, tone, color,
form, style and nationality. Six weeks.
11:40-1:00 Room 129.
Music 102: Essentials of Music 2 semester hours
This course is designed for students with little or average preparation
in music. The theory of music is applied to song singing, music reading,
ear training, conducting, and keyboard acquaintance. A functional mastery
of the easier problems in pitch and rhythmic notation is expected by the
end of the semester. Prerequisite: Music 101. Six weeks.
8:00-8:20. Room 129.
Music 509: Introduction to SchoolMusicTeaching 2 semester hours
A course designed to familiarize the student with special techniques
used in the presentation of music to children within the school situation.
The correct use of syllables, the true function of music appreciation, the
efficient use of the child voice, mental hygiene for teachers with relation
to music, current trends and materials are included. Six weeks.
10 :00-11 :00. Room 129.
Music 701: Music in History 2 semester hours
A survey of the growth and development of music as an important
factor in western culture. The significant movements in the development
of the art of music are studied in relationship to the political, economic,
and cultural conditions which have influenced them. Six weeks.
1 :00-2 :00. Room 129.
. EDUCATION
Education 201b: Elementary Education 4 semester hours
This is the first half of the regular undergraduate course in Child
and Curriculum. The work deals with the methods and materials of
teaching and learning in the elementary school. Eight weeks.
Section A 8 :00-10 :00. Room 122C.
Section B 10 :00-12 :00. Room 122C.
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Education 302(HP 308): Educational Organization
and A<hnirostrationfor ClassroomTeachers 2 semester hours
This course is designed to acquaint the student with the over-all
organization and administration of public schools. Particular emphasis is
placed upon the units of organization in the Public Schools of New York
State. The course is required for both Physical Education students and
General Education students. Six weeks.
2: 00~3:00. Room 406.
Education 401b: Elementary Education 3 semester hours
Section A: Tilis seminar work is designed for accelerated college
seniors who have finished their practice teaching in elementary education
in the regular undergraduate program. Eight weeks.
11 :00~12 :00. Room 215.
Section B .. In-service undergraduate teachers may enter the seminar
in this section and work on problems of special concern in their teaching
programs. (Chiefly for fourth-yea'r experienced teachers) Six weeks.
10 :00~11 :00. Room 212.
Education ITTP-I: Integrated Professional Study 8 semesterhours
This integrated professional course has a staff of a (1) coordinator,
(2) five teacher-supervisors, and (3) a number of special and visiting
consultants. The daily schedule includes lectures and discussions from
7:30 to 9:00 o'clock in the morning, followed by work with children from
9:00 to 12:30. From 1:30 to 3:00 o'clock the staff and teachers plan and
evaluate their daily work with children.
Teachers plan their teaching programs for the following school year.
All work is centered on practical teaching situations, including community
relationships and resources. Each student will elect to work with an age-
level group of children from four to thirteen years, and will be counseled
by a supervisor. Six weeks.
7:30-12:30. Room 217 and Training School.
1 :30~3 :00. Room 215.
Education 700 I: Child Study 3 semesterhours
This course is designed for ITTP students doing their second summer's
work in Child Study. Graduates from teachers' colleges in New York State,
and students with six semester hours of credit in child study, should not
take this course. Six weeks.
7 :45~8 :50. Room 122A.
Education 701: Trends in Public Education 2 semesterhours
This area of work is offered fOTgraduate majors in Health, Physical,
and Recreation Education. Students in Elementary Education may elect
this course only by advisement. The purpose of the COUTseis to develop an
over-all view of the present day conditions and movements in public edu-
cation which students in specialized areas should appreciate. Six weeks.
12 :00-1 :00. Room 401.
Education 702: School and CommunityRelationships
and Resources 2 semester hours
The group of students in this workshop will sponsor the field curricu-
lum trips for graduate students. The workshop is designed to develop
means of cooperation between the school and the community and to promote
school use of community resources as a laboratory for practical learning.
Six weeks.
3 :00 on. Room 122C.
Education 703: Evaluation and Guidance in the
Elementary School 2 semesterhours
The primary purposes of this course are to portray effective means of
guiding child development throughout the elementary school years, and
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evaluating this development in terms of the objectives of the elementary
school. The course is designed for teachers, supervisors, and pr-incipals.
Six weeks.
11 :00-12 :00. Room 122A.
Education 718: Audio and Visual Aids in the
Public School Program 2 sernesfer hours
The purposes of this course are to develop an acquaintance with the
nature and values of audio and visual aids, and develop introductory tech-
niques of using them. Units of the course include: types of visual aids;
values and limitations of visual aids; sources of visual aids and equip-
ment; producing visual aids materials; the visual aids library; developing
introductory skills in the use of audio-visual equipment; problems In the
administration and supervision of the visual aid program. This course is
designed for teachers and supervisors in all fields -f public school work.
(Pormerly 602 and 818). Six weeks. •
10:00-11:00. Room 113.
Education 722: Seminar in Mathematics in the
Elementary School 2 semester hours
This seminar is designed for teachers and supervisors of mathematics
in the elementary school, including beginning ITTP teachers. Considera-
tion will be given to elementary school functions of arithmetic, modes of
learning, evaluation, curriculum trends, and other phases of expressed
need. Students who wish to conduct experimental work in their own
schools will be counseled in defining and planning their problems. Six
weeks.
11:00-12:00. Room 401.
Education 723: Seminar in Reading in the
Elementary School 2 semester hours
This area of study is designed for teachers and supervisors in the
elementary school, including regular graduates, beginning ITTP teachers,
and advanced undergraduates. The developmental concept of reading is
emphasized. Six weeks.
12 :00-1 :00. Room 215.
Education 725: Seminar in Social Studies in the
Elementary School 2 semester hours
This area of study is designed to meet the in-service needs of teachers
and supervisors of social studies in the elementary school, including
beginning ITTP teachers. Attention will be given to objectives, methods
and materials, social-studies relationships in curriculum areas, evaluation
of social studies experiences, and various problems of student need. Con-
sideration will be given to group and experimental studies in the role of
social studies in the elementary school. Six weeks.
8:00-9:00. Room 231.
Education 726: Seminar in Science in the
Elementary School 2 semester hours
This seminar is designed for teachers and supervisors of the elemen-
tary school, including beginning ITTP teachers. The work will include
the development of teaching projects suitable for guiding the learning
activities of children, Acquaintance is made with varied sources of teach-
ing aids. Emphasis is given to organizing pupil activities into effective
teachng units and into a science program for the elementary school. Six
weeks.
2:00-3:00-(plus a selected laboratory period). Room 210.
ENGLISH
Eng 202C: Radio Speech 3 semester hours
This course includes the art and techniques of all phases of program
performance, including announcing, interviewing, extemporaneous and
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impromptu descriptions, newscasting and radio speaking; it uses exten-
sively the tape recorder and public address system, and gives opportunity
to audition for college programs over local stations. Eight weeks.
10:00-11:00. Room 115.
Eng 202D: Voice and Articulation 3 semester hours
This is a course for those who can profit by a varied range of expe-
rience in speech communication, giving special attention to the social and
professional needs of the student. It includes intensive practice in analysis
of the recorded voice, for improvement in phrasing, vigor, quality of dic-
tion, and variety. Eight weeks.
1 :00-2 :00. Room 115.
Eng 301: Introduction to Literenn-e 3 semester hours
A general introduction to literary criticism and appreciation through
the medium of literary types as found in both American and English liter-
atures. Drama, essay, narrative and lyric poetry are included. Eight weeks.
10:00-11:00. Room 402.
Eng 603"': American Literature 3 semester hours
A survey of the more important periods and movements of American
literature. Emphasis is placed on those factors which particularly reflect
American life and thought. Six weeks.
1:00-2:20. Room 402.
Eng 610*: Contemporary Poetry 2 semester hours
An investigation of the varying forms and modes, traditional and
radical, of 20th Century Eng-lish and American verse. Six weeks.
9 :00-10 :00. Room 402.
Eng 614: Play Production 2 semester hours
Theory and practice in staging and mounting plays. Designed to de-
velop appreciation of the professional theater as well as to enable the
student to participate in the actual production of stage plays. The course
includes: directing, designing and constructing sets, planning of light-
ing, costuming and make-up, and the organization of all technical, house
and business staffs. Six weeks.
11 :00-12 :00. Room 115.
Eng 703*: Shakespeare 3 semester hours
The study of certain of the major plays with extensive reading of
others. Plays will be considered as poetry, as staged performances, and
as reflecting the mind of the playwright and the nature of the Elizabethan
Theatre. Six weeks.
9:00-10:20. Room 404.
Eng 751*: Studies in AmericanLiterature 2 semester hours
In this course the student makes an intensive study of the major
works of a few important writers such as Emerson, Thoreau, and Whit-
man. The relation of their ideas to political and social thought will be
traced. All students in this course should have had at least one under-
graduate course in Amer-ican Literature. Six weeks.
2 :00-3 :00. Room 115.
HEALTH EDUCATION, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND
RECREATION
HP 201: Health Service in Schools 2 semester-hours
Emphasis will be given to the health status of the child; medical,
dental and nursing service; the control of communicable disease; provision
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for a wholesome school environment; and the organization of the instruc-
tional program of health. Six weeks.
10 :00-11 :00. Room 205.
HP 202A: Safety Education 1·2 semester hours
Presentation of and practice in modern methods of safety education,
The safety of the school child and formulation of school safety education
programs will be major inclusions. Six weeks.
2:00-3:00. Room 209.
HP 203: Nutrition I 2 semester hours
The nutritional basis for healthful living is of primary concern in
this course, A study of the nutritional needs at the various age levels is
made together with an analysis of the nutritional status of the American
people. Methods of learning intelligent food selection and preparation are
practiced. Instruction in meal planning and costs is given. Emphasis is
placed upon student experience in maintaining a optimum nutritional
status. Six weeks.
11 :00-12 :00. Room 205.
HP 204: Applied Anatomy 2 semester hours
This course analyzes the muscular and mechanical phases of human
motion involved in motor skills, including a thorough grounding in the
fundamental body mechanics of walking and standing, and the more
complex methods in gymnastics, stunts, games, swimming and sports. Pre-
requisite: Science 102 and 201. Six weeks.
1 :00-2 :00. Room 10.
HP 206: Community Health I 2 semester hours
Particular stress will be laid on the nature of communicable diseases,
their epidemiology, and means of preventing them. Community organi-
zation for health will constitute the second phase of the course. A study
of the health status of the nation, including school children will be made.
Six weeks.
10:00-11:00. Room 106; 2:00-3:00. Room 212.
HP 208: Family and Child Care 2 semester hours
A study of the biological, hygienic and medical aspects of problems
and needs in the care of the child and the family with an analysis of
current practices and procedures. Six weeks.
9:00-10:00. Room 403.
HP 301: Alypical Child 2~3semester hours
A study of the individual health, physical education and recreation
needs of students unable to participate in and profit fully from the regular
programs and the adaptation of program materials and practice in indi-
vidualized instruction comprise the content of this course. Six weeks.
8:00-9:00. Room 10.
PE 303: Physical Education for Teachers 2 semester hours
This course, required of all General Education students, presents the
aims, principles, interpretations, and methods of physical education with
particular application to the elementary school program. Only open to
General and Health Education students, Six weeks.
8:00-9:00. Room 115.
EdHP 303: History and Principles of Education 2 semester hours
The purposes of this area of work are two-fold: first, to develop an
appreciation of the historic and progressive movements within the field of
education; and second, to develop a basic philosophy of the aims, methods
and broad sociological conditions which have contributed to the evolu-
tionary progress of American education. Six weeks.
12 :00-1 :00. Room 406.
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HP 304: Community Recreation 2 semester hours
A survey course of personnel selection, training, and problems in com-
munity recreation in Amer;ica. The development, scope, organization and
administration of the movement are thoroughly considered. Both youth-
serving agencies and the more recent trends in adult recreation are studied.
Appropriate field work is required. Six weeks.
11:00-12:00. Room 10.
HP 308 (Ed 302): Educational Qrganization and
Administrntton for Classroom Teachers 2 semester hours
This course is designed to acquaint the student with the over all
organization and administration of public schools. Particular emphasis
is placed upon the units of organization in the Public Schools of New York
State. The course is required for both Physical Education students and
General Education students. Six weeks.
2 :00-3 :00. Room 406.
HP 401: Organization and Administration of the
Physical Education Program 2 semester hours
This course is designed to familiarize the student with practical ad-
ministrative principles and the functional organization of the physical
education program of the public schools of New York State. Staff duties,
use of plant, equipment selection-use and care, interpretation and articu-
lation of State Curricula and adaptations to meet local and pupil needs
are emphasized. Six weeks.
9:00-10:00. Room 406.
HP 4.02: Organization and Administration of the
Athletic Program 2 semester hours
A course covering practical problems in the organization, administra-
tion, and management of the laboratory phase of the physical education
program. Interscholastic athletics, intramural athletics, play days, invi-
tation games, and other types of activities will be considered. Six weeks.
10:00-11:00. Room 406.
HP 405: Physiologyof Exercise 2 semester hours
This course gives the student a practical application of physiological
principles to exercise. Emphasis is placed upon the results of muscular
activities and graded exercise, upon respiration, circulation and the
mechanical efficiency of the body. Prerequisite: Science 102 and 201.
Six weeks.
9 :00-10 :00. Room 10.
lIP 406: Tests and Measuremeuts in Physical Education
2·3 semester hours
A course designed to cover (a) nature, scope, development and function
of measurement in health and physical education; (b) aims and accom-
plishments of outstanding tests and measures in the field; (c) organization
and administration of a practical measurement program for the public
school. Mathematics 302 a prerequisite. Six weeks.
2 :00-3 :00. Room 10.
lIP 4,07: Mental and Emotional Health 2 semester hours
Major emphasis is placed upon the mental hygiene of the normal
individual with a detailed analysis of the factors underlying maximum
effective personality development and adjustment. Personality aberrations
are introduced only as essential to a more comprehensive understanding
of the normal. Six weeks.
S :00-9 :00. Room 209.
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HP 409: Health Education-Organization and
Administration Seminar 2 semester hours
Problems evolving from the student's school teaching experience will
be thoroughly discussed. Opportunities to augment the student's training
in specific areas will be given. Six weeks.
10:00-11:00. Room 112.
lIP 517: Driver Education and Training 2 semester hours
This course includes classroom and laboratory experience in the area
of driver education. Driving tests, behind the wheel training and methods
of administering and teaching driver training in the high school are cov-
ered. Practical experience in teaching non-drivers in a dual control car is
also included. Six weeks.
8 :00-9 :00. Room 401.
HE 609: Methodsfor SchoolDental HygieneTeachers 2 semester hours
Study, evaluation and practice in the various methods that may be
effective in teaching dental hygiene. Materials including audiosensory aids
will be accumulated and demonstrated. Actual practice will be provided
in the use of both methods and materials. Six weeks.
9 :00-10 :00. Room 209.
BE 610: Organization and Administration of
Case Studies iq Dental Hygiene 2 semester hours
An introductory course in social case work, dealing with the dental
hygienists' approach to the family, compiling data, histories and case
reports; the use of voluntary and official organizations in coordinating
dental hygiene in general health service. Six weeks.
1 :00-2 :00. Room 209.
HE 701: Current Developments in Personal and
Conununity Health 2 semester hours
The most recent developments in hygiene, public health, and preven-
tive medicine will be investigated and their application to the school health
programs will be made. Six weeks.
9 :00-10:00. Room 206.
PE 701: ActivityProgram Clinicfor Elementary School
PhysicalEducation Teachers 2 semester hours
This is a course in which various types of activities appropriate to
respective elementary grade levels are demonstrated and evaluated. Gen-
era! and specific fundamental motor skills, teaching methods, skill pro-
gression and group interaction are studied. Six weeks.
1:00-2:00. Room 213.
BE 701: Outdoor Education in the SchoolProgram 2 semester hours
A consideration of the implications for school teachers and adminis-
tractors of the outdoor education movement as a basic integral part of
public education with suggested program materials and methods for
various age levels in the schools. 7th and 8th weeks. Full time. Course
offered at Raquette Lake Camp.
HE 702: The Role of the Elementary SchoolTeacher
in SchoolHealth Education 2 semester hours
Effective functions of the teacher in elementary school health pro-
grams will be studied. Daily observation of pupils, unit development, co-
ordination and integration of teaching, and administrative aspects of
school health education at this academic level will constitute the course.
7th and 8th week. Full time.
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PE 702: ActivityProgram Clinic in Football
and Basketball 2 semester hours
This is an advanced coaching course designed to cover basic funda-
mental skills and techniques, coaching methods, components of effective
team organization, and the function of strategy in the highly organized
games of football and basketball. Six weeks.
1: 00-2: 00. Room 406.
PE 705: Workshop in Planning Facilities and
Equipment for the PhysicalEducation Program 2 semesterhours
A workshop designed to assist teachers, directors, and administrative
authorities with problems in planning and readapting school physical edu-
cation facilities and equipment to meet the standards of functional ade-
quacy. Six weeks.
11 :00-12 :00. Room 213.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION ACTIVITIES
Health and Physical Education, Recreation Education and General
Education students.
These courses are designed to develop satisfactory skill on the part
of the individual teachers in the many types of activities included in the
physical education program with knowledge and ability to apply these
techniques in teaching. Minimum standards of personal skill are 1equtrcd
for satisfactory completion in each unit of instruction.
The courses listed below will be offered in the summer session provid-
ing there is sufficient demand. The schedule of activities showing time,
place and instructor will be available at time of registration.
W-15, M-30 Elementary Archery .1,6 hour credit 6 wks.
MW-9 Elementary Games . 112 "" "
M-4, W-3 Secondary & Leadup Games. . .112 <l "
M-6, W-6 Basic Swimming .1;12 "
MW-19 Advanced Swimming lh
MW-20 Life Saving % H
M-IO, W~7 Elementary Tumbling & Stunts .... %
M-15, W-13 Elementary Apparatus % <l
MW-34 Golf lh H
M-25, W-17 Elementary Body Mechanics %
MW-35 Social Dance 1h
MW-36 Square & Country Dance 112
MW-37 Folk Dance lA~
MW-42 Social Games & Mixers. . .. 1h
MW-43 Playground Activities ... % H
"
"
"
"
" "
"
"
" "
SCIENCE
Science102: Anatomy and PhysiologyI 3 semester hours
The 'structure and function of the organs of the human skin, circu-
latory, respiratory, digestive, and excretory systems are studied in relation
to the living organism. Lecture discussions, laboratory demonstrations,
and visual aids are used freely throughout. Eight weeks.
10:00-11 :20. Room 206.
Science103: Animal Biology} 6 semester hours
Science203: Plant Biology
Animal Biology is designed to familiarize the student with the basic
laws, principles, and theories of biological science and lead him to realize
that there is a cause for every effect. It includes the following units:
nature and interpretation of life; simple forms of life; type studies of
increasingly complex forms of life, both plant and animal; the coming of
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•man and his control of plant life; man's control of animal neighbors j
man's use of biological principles. 1st four weeks.
Section A 8 :00-11 :00. Room 207.
Section B 1 :00- 4:00. Room 207.
Plant Biology introduces the student to the study of plants: their
structure, functions, development, their place in the living world, and their
importance to man. No prerequisite. 2nd four weeks.
Section A 8:00-11:00. Room 207.
Section B 1 :00- 4 :00. Room 207.
Science 105: Chemistry I-Elementary Inorganic Chemistry
3 semester hours
A basic course in chemistry for those who do not present Regents
credit in chemistry for entrance. The course consists of the study of the
chemical nature and action of common substances, the fundamental bases
of chemical action, and the applications of chemical processes and mate-
rials to our lives. Underlying principles of. chemistry and an acquaintance
with important chemical substances and processes are stressed. Eight
weeks.
11 :20-1 :00. Room 209 and 203.
Science201: Anatomy& PhysiologyII 3 semester hours
A continuation of human structure and function studies. Emphasis is
placed on the skeleton, muscular, and nervous systems to build a back-
ground for advanced studies of exercise and movement. Endocrine glands
and reproductive organs round out the study of the human body. Inter-
relationships are emphasized among all systems. Eight weeks.
1:00-2:20. Room 206.
Science 207: Physics I 3 semester hours
This course aims to develop an understanding and appreciation of the
basic laws, principles and theories of the physical universe. Stress is
placed on the fundamentals of mechanics which is the basic science in the
interpretation and understanding of human motion. Eight weeks.
8 :00-9 :20. Room 210.
Science 502: Gcologyof NewYork State 3 semester hours
The story of how New York's hills and valleys, lakes and streams
originated is presented in this course. Cortland lies in the heart of a
region rich in evidence of the last great glacial period; field trips are
utilized as much as weather permits. Illustrated lectures present the pic-
ture in other parts of the state. Optional ail-day trips are offered. Six
weeks.
12:00-1:00. Room 106.
Science 507: Meteorology 3 semester hours
A course in physical science dealing with the principles of meteorology
and elementary climatology and their applications to aviation. It is
descriptive in nature, rather than technical and mathematical, and is
designed to familiarize the student with the terminology and. principles of
weather science; the causes of air movements and the principles of
weather forecasting; the formation and characteristics of specific phe-
nomena such as fog, clouds, and thunder storms. Specific phases of aero-
nautical meteorology such as ice-formation on aircraft, airway weather
science, ceiling and visibility will be discussed. Eight weeks.
9 :00-10 :00. Room 106.
Science602 and 702: Genetics and Eugenics 2 semester hours each
A study of the fundamental principles of heredity. In addition to
the Medelian laws, more recent discoveries in this field such as imperfect
dominance, multiple factors, sex determination, lethal factors, and muta-
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tions are considered. The relative forces of heredity and environment are
discussed. On the eugenic side, the inheritance of natural abilities and
capacities are noted and special attention is given to the differential birth
rate, the present eugenic trend of the American people, how to eliminate
the defective strains of germ plasm, and suggested measures to preserve
the superior strains. It is also of special value to teachers in that it
enables them to appreciate the basic factors underlying individual differ-
ences and the relationship of heredity and environment in the development
of the individual. (For 702 credit, individual research paper required)
Eight weeks.
12 :00-1 :00. Room 206.
Science 603: Air-AgeScience 3 semester-hours
This course is planned to give the teacher information and under-
standing of current development in aviation. Particular emphasis will
be placed on giving the teacher a background sufficient to work with
elementary pupils in air-age science. The course will include experience
with the Link Trainer, airport visits, preparation of demonstration and
teaching materials, and opportunity for flight experience. No prerequislte..
Six weeks.
2:00-3:00. Room 106.
Science 607: Elements of Photography 2 semester hours
This course is designed to present photography as recreation and as
a tool in teaching. It will develop skills in malting portraits, nature studies,
and documentary records. The content will include the study of photo-
graphic equipment, principles and processes. Students will receive expe-
rience in developing printing, and enlarging. Class membership will be
selected and limited. Six weeks.
1 :00-2 :00. Room 106.
Science 711: EconomicBiology and Conservation 3 semester hours
This course will enable the student to appreciate the value of animals
and plants to man's progress. The need for conservation and control of
many forms of life will be emphasized. Six weeks.
10:40-12:00. Room 210.
SOCIAL STUDIES
Social Studies 201 and 202: AnIerican History
I and II 6 semester hours
This course emphasizes the effect of the American environment upon
our cultural heritage and the great social, economic and political move-
ments from which American life and its problems have developed. Effort
is made to consider the problems which today challenge the continuance
of democratic institutions. SS 201-1st four weeks; SS 202-2nd four
weeks.
Section A 11 :00-1 :00. Room 212.
Section B 1: 00-2: 00. Room 212.
Social Studies 201: Amerfcan History I
See description under Social Studies 201 and 202.
8:00-9:00. Room 212.
3 semester hours
Eight weeks.
Social"Studies 301: Introduction to Sociology 3 semester hours
A survey of sociological principles and their application to personal
and social problems. Attention is given to the processes of social interaction
and their outcomes for human behavior. Eight weeks.
8 :00-9 :00. Room 403.
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SocialStudies311: The Community: Organization-
Disorganization-Reorganization 3 semester hours
This is a study of the structure and functioning of the human com-
munity. Attention will be focused upon the organization of human insti-
tutions, groups and persons in defined areal units. Included are the neigh-
borhood, the village, the town, the city, the region, and the international
region. Consideration will be given to the practical art of "community
organization" in the solution of community problems. Eight weeks.
1 :00-2 :00. Room 403.
Social Studies 607: History and Geography of
NewYork State 3 semester hours
A study is made of New York's colonial background and the transition
of the colony into statehood, as well as of its final membership in the
Federal Union.' Emphasis is placed upon leaders, upon geography, and
upon the economic, social and political events of the Empire State up to
the present time. Excursions to historical locations are frequently made.
Six weeks.
8:00-9:20. Room 112.
SocialStudies 617: Geographyof Central AInerica 3 semester hours
A regional study of a tropical area with an intensive study of the
geographic factors basic to the understanding of the social, cultural, eco-
nomic and political problems of the Central American countries. Offered
when sufficient demand arises. Six weeks.
11 :40-1 :00. Room 112.
Social Studies 622: Marriage and the Family 3 semester hours
This provides a combination of the scientific and practical interests
and approaches to the study of the problems of courtship, marriage, parent-
hood, and the family as a social institution. Six weeks.
10:00-11:20. Room 403.
SocialStudies,624: History of Am.ericanDiplomacyI 3 semesterhours
This course is a study of the relations of the United States with for-
eign nations from the days of the American Revolution to the Civil War.
An attempt is made to provide a realistic understanding of the directing
forces which have shaped our diplomacy. Personalities, policies, the power
of public opinion and the growth and development of our diplomacy are
some of the factors which are presented. Six weeks.
8 :40-10 :00. Room 405.
Social Studies 702: Issues in AmericanHistory 2 semester hours
This is especially designed for those whose work in American history
was taken a number of years ago. It presumes a basic knowledge of the
subject on the part of the student. Attention is given to those issues that
are being discussed by historians at any given time-e-tc the changing
front of historical scholarship. Present examples would be the revisionist
theories in regard to the Turner frontier thesis, or the causes of the
Civil War. Six weeks.
11 :00-12 :00. Room 405.
Social Studies 717: Global Geography 2 semester hours
This course provides an intensive study of the areal distribution of
power factors such as location, surface, climate and natural resources and
man's use of these to improve his economic, social and political status.
World populations, industries and political geography will be among topics
for discussion and report. Six weeks.
2 :00-3 :00. Room 112.
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Social Studies 719: Biography of Great Amerfcans 2 semester hours
This course will consist of an examination of our national development
through the media of biographical materials. Class lectures will be based
upon the lives of certain representative American figures. They will also
offer the students a means of becoming acquainted with recent biograph-
ical literature. Course readings will consist of an examination of out-
standing biographies. Six weeks.
2 :00-3 :00. Room 405.
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THE GRADUATE DIVISION
Summer Session
1950
CURRICULA LEADING TO MASTERS DEGREES IN
General Elementary Education
Physical Education
Health Education
Recreation Education
* * * * *
ON THE CAMPUS AT CORTLAND:
Regular Session July 3 to August 12
Half Session July 3 to July 21
Half Session July 24 to August 12
Post Session August 14 to August 26
AT THE RAQUETTE LAKE CAMP:
Post Session (Workshop) August 14 to August 26
* * * * *
State Teachers College
Cortland, New York
Graduate Bulletin No.3
Summer, 1950
THE GRADUATE PROGRAM
The Graduate Division will offer a full program of courses,
seminars, and workshops in the major fields of Health Edu-
cation, Physical Education, Recreation Education and General
Elemnetary Education. Graduate work is open to any teacher
who holds an accredited baccalaureate degree. Students who
have already started their masters degree programs and who
have matriculated for the degree will plan their sequential
programs with the cooperation of their advisers.
The summer schedule is arranged so that a student may
spend 6 or 8 weeks on the campus or he may spend part of his
time on campus and part at the college camp at Raquette Lake.
The schedule of classes is given on page 30. Full details govern-
ing the graduate program leading to the Master of Education
Degree will be found in Graduate Bulletin No.2 which may be
obtained by writing to the college.
A FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM
The primary aim of the graduate program at Cortland is
to provide the facilities for personal study under competent
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•leadership. The program is a functional one, designed to meet
the needs and interests of teachers in service. In order to
determine the specific needs and interests of teachers, the
Cortland faculty has collected the opinions and judgments of
several hundred teachers, supervisors, and school administra-
tors. The program is planned so that special consultants in
various fields of teaching will not only participate in the
seminars and workshops, but will also be available for indi-
vidual counsel.
ADVANTAGES
The educational advantages of studying in comparatively
small groups under competent leadership are readily apparent.
Through constant contacts with the public schools, the staff at
the college is intimately acquainted with the problems of teach-
ing. Many of the faculty who participate in the graduate pro-
gram are specialists in particular areas and serve as consult-
ants to a wide range of public schools. The friendly attitude
of the administration and faculty will be appreciated by stu-
dents in the graduate program.
EXPENSES AND HOUSING AT CORTLAND
The regular tuition charge for graduate study will be ten
dollars per semester-hour of credit. A small activity and recre-
ational fee may be voted by the students at their opening con-
vocation. Living expenses in Cortland are moderate. For pre-
arrangement of housing for the summer, write to the Dean of
Women, specifying that you are a graduate student.
ADMISSION TO GRADUATE STUDY
Any person who is interested in teaching and holc1s a
bachelors degree from a recognized college may be admitted to
graduate study. Anyone enrolled in his final semester of under-
graduate work may begin a limited program of graduate study.
Application for admission should be made to the Graduate
Committee. A transcript of the undergraduate record is re-
quired for other than Cortland graduates.
MATRICULATION FOR THE MASTERS DEGREE
A student who has completed six semester hours of resi-
dence work may apply for matriculation for the masters
degree. When a candidate for the masters degree has matricu-
lated, an adviser is selected to counsel the student in his pro-
gram. A student will be matriculated only in a field in which
he has completed a specialization as an undergraduate, or in
a closely related field.
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CREDIT REQUIREMENTS FOR THE MASTERS DEGREE
The program comprises 32 semester hours of graduate
study, 24 hours of which must be taken on the campus at Cort-
land, either in summer sessions or in on-campus extension
courses. A total of 8 semester hours may be transferred to the
college or taken in off-campus extension courses. One course
may be taken in off-campus extension during a semester. Six
semester hours constitute the normal load in the six-weeks
summer session.
SCHOLASTIC REQUIREMENTS
FOR THE MASTERS DEGREE
On the graduate level, students are expected to exhibit
maturity and independence of judgment. The student who has
matriculated for the Master of Education Degree is expected
to maintain a scholastic average of "B". No credit toward the
master's degree will be allowed for final marks below "C".
The five-rank marking system of A, B, C, D, and E will be used.
FOUR GRADUATE FIELDS OF SPECIALIZATION
Graduate study leading to the Master of Education Degree
is offered in each of the fields in which the State Teachers Col-
lege at Cortland offers an undergraduate major. These are:
1. General Elementary Education
2. Recreation Education
3. Physical Education
4. Health Education
A complete list and description of courses offered in these
major fields of specialization is given in Graduate Bulletin
No.2.
SPECIAL FACILITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS
SEMINAR WORK ROOMS
The college has provided a conference and work room for
each of the four major seminars and workshops. Here the stu-
dent will find the special facilities and equipment needed for
study and research.
CONSULTATION SERVICE
The workshop and seminar courses will have a number of
specialists serving as consultants in various phases of study.
These consultants will be available to any student who has a
particular problem which he wishes to discuss with a special-
ist. The group of consultants comprise regular staff members
who have established reputations in their fields and specialists
who will be brought in for special services.
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PERSONAL AND TUTORIAL STUDY
All candidates for the masters degree must complete two
semester hours of individual tutorial study under the leader-
ship of their advisers. Hence it will be possible for students to
pursue the study of problems associated with their own teach-
ing positions on an individual basis.
RECREATION PROGRAM
Recreation should have some place in each student's life.
The college has facilities for tennis, swimming, dancing and
picnics. The city affords a planned recreational program for
children and adults, and near the college are two golf courses,
a riding academy, bowling alley, an outdoor swimming pool,
and roller skating rink. At Skaneateles, thirty miles from Cort-
land, a summer theater of considerable merit produces recent
Broadway successes which students attend and enjoy.
INTENSIFIED TRAINING PROGRAM
This arrangement for college graduates wishing to qualify
as elementary teachers was mentioned on page 6 and is fully
outlined in the regular Graduate Bulletin. The schedules ar-
ranged for the 1950 Intensive Teacher Training Program will
be found on page 30.
STAFF
GRADUATE DIVISION OF ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
MAXWELL G. PARK, Ph.D.
Chairman, Department of. Education
A. STAFF OF REGULAR GRADUATE PROGRAM
RUTH M. NORTHWAY, Ph.D.
Director of Elementary Education, Kingston, New York
MAXWELL G. PARK, Ph.D.
Professor of Education
State Teachers College, Cor-tland, New York
ALICE A. PIERCE, Ph.D.
Professor of Education
State Teachers College, Cortland, New York
HENRY D. SERMANN, Ph.D.
Principal, Washington Elementary and Junior High School
Joliet, Illinois
RALPH WALTER, Ph.D.
Principal, Trinity Place School
New Rochelle, New York
Note: Some ten visiting consultants will join the regular staff.
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B. STAFF OF INTENSIVE TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAM
FRANKLIN E. COOLIDGE
Coordinator of Student Teaching
ELINOR A. BARNES, M.S.
Supervisor of eight-nine-year children
State Teachers College, Cortland, New York
FRANKLIN E. COOLIDGE, M.Ed.
Assistant Professor of Education
State Teachers College, Cortland, New York
MARJORIEA. EDINGER, M.S.
Supervisor of twelve-thirteen-year children
State Teachers College, Cortland, New York
JUNE HEALY, M.A.
Supervisor of ten-eleven-year children
State Teachers College, Cortland, New York
WAVA T. MCGRATH, M.A.
Supervisor of six-seven-year children
State Teachers College, Cortland, New York
CLARAH. LLOYD, B.Ed., M.A.
Supervisor of four-five-year children
State Teachers College, Cortland, New York
GRADUATE DIVISION OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL AND
RECREATION EDUCATION
FRANCIS J. MOENCH, Ph.D.
Director
REGULAR COLLEGE STAFF
Ross L. ALLEN, Dr. P.R.
Professor of Health Education
State Teachers College, Cortland, New York
HECTOR KAY, M.Ed.
Assistant Professor of Physical Education
State Teachers College, Cortland, New York
HARLAN G. METCALF, Ph.D.
Professor of Recreation Education
State Teachers College, Cortland, New York
DONOVAN C. MOFFETT, Ph.D.
Professor of Physical Education
State Teachers College, Cortland, New York
VISITING STAFF
KARL J. LAWRENCE, A.M.
Associate Professor of Physical Education
Colgate University, Hamilton, New York
ROYNER GREE~E
Coach of Basketball
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York
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FRANK H. KAVANAGH
Athletic Trainer
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York
JEANETTE SAUBORN, Ed.D.
Teacher Elementary School Physical Education
Bronxville, New York
FLOYDSCHWARTZWALDER, A.M.
Coach of Football
Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York
GRADUATE DIVISION-ALL MAJORS
LIBERAL ARTS STAFF
Ross E. BOWERS, Ph.D.
Head, Science Department
Cortland State 'I'eechers College, Cortland, New York
RALPH A. BROWN, Ed.D.
Head, Social Studies Department
State Teachers College, Cortland, New York
CARLH. EVANS, A.M.
Instructor, Music Department
State Teachers College, Cortland, New York
OLIVE C. FISH, Ph.D.
Professor, Geography
State Teachers College, Cortland, New York
BENEDICT HALL, Ph.D.
Asst. Professor, Science
State Teachers College, Cortland, New York
BEN A. SUELTZ, Ph.D.
Head, Mathematics Department
State Teachers College, Cortland, New York
WRIGHT THOMAS.Ph.D.
Head, English Department
State Teachers College, Cortland, New York
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DESCRIfTION OF GRADUATE COURSES
Education
EducationITTP-l: Integrated ProfessionalStudy 8 semesterhours
This integrated professional course has a staff of a (1) coordinator,
(2) five teacher-supervisors, and (3) a number of special and visiting
consultants. The daily schedule includes lectures and discussions from
7 :30 to 9 :00 o'clock in the morning, followed by work with children from
9:00 to 12:30. From 1:30 to 3:00 o'clock, the staff and teachers plan and
evaluate their daily work with children.
Teachers plan their teaching programs for the following school year.
All work is centered on practical teaching situations, including community
relationships and resources. Each student will elect to work with an age-
level group of children from four to thirteen year's, and will be counseled
by a supervisor. Six weeks.
7:30~12:30. Room 217 and Training School.
1:30- 3:00. Room 215.
Education 700 I: Child Study 3 semester hours
This course is designed for ITTP students doing their second summer's
work in Child Study. Graduates from teachers' colleges in New York
State, and students with six semester hours of credit in child study,
should not take this course. Six weeks.
7 :45-8 :50. Room 122A.
Education 701: Trends in Public Education 2 semester hours
This area of work is offered for graduate majors in Health, Physical,
and Recreation Education. Students in Elementary Education may elect
this course only by advisement. The purpose of the course is to develop
an over-all view of the present day conditions and movements in public
education which students in specialized areas should appreciate. Six
weeks.
12:00-1:00. Room 401.
Education 702: School and Community Relationships
and Resources 2 semester hours
The group of students in this workshop will sponsor the field curricu-
lum trips for graduate students. The workshop is designed to develop
means of cooperation between the school and the community and to pro-
mote school use of community resources as a laboratory for practical
learning. Six weeks.
3 :00 on. Room 122C.
Education 703: Evaluation and Guidance in the
Elementary School 2 semester hours
The primary purposes of this course are to portray effective means of
guiding child development throughout the elementary school years, and
evaluating this development in terms of the objectives of the elementary
school. The course is designed for teachers, supervisors, and principals.
Six weeks.
11:00-12:00. Room 122A.
Education 718: Audio and Visual Aids in the
Public SchoolProgram 2 semester hours
The purposes of this course are to develop an acquaintance with the
nature and values of audio and visual aids, and develop introductory
techniques of using them. Units of the course include: types of visual
aids; values and limitations of visual aids; sources of visual aids and
equipment: producing visual aids materials; the visual aids library; devel-
oping introductory skills in the use of audio-visual equipment; problems in
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the administration and supervision of the visual aid program. This course
is designed for teachers and supervisors in all fields of public school work.
(Formerly 602 and 818). Six weeks.
10:00-11:00. Room 113.
Education 722: Seminar in Mathematicsin the
Elementary School 2 semester hours
This seminar is designed for teachers and supervisors of mathematics
in the elementary school, including beginning ITTP teachers. Considera-
tion will be given to elementary school functions of arithmetic, modes of
learning, evaluation, curriculum trends, and other phases of proposed
need. Students who wish to conduct experimental work in their own
schools will be counseled in defining and planning their problems. Six
weeks.
11 :00-12:00. Room 401.
Education 723: Seminar in Reading in the
Elementary School 2 semester hours
This area of study is designed for teachers and supervisors in the
elementary school, including regular graduates, beginning ITTP teach-
ers, and advanced undergraduates. The developmental concept of reading
is emphasized. Six weeks.
12 :00-1 :00. Room 215.
Education 725: Seminar in Social Studies in the
Elementary School 2 semester hours
This area of study is designed to meet the in-service needs of teachers
and supervisors of social studies in the elementary school, including
beginning ITTP teachers. Attention will be given to objectives, methods
and materials, social-studies relationships in curriculum areas, evalua-
tion of social studies experiences, and various problems of student need.
Consideration will be given to group and experimental studies in the role
of social studies in the elementary school. Six weeks.
S :00-9 :00. Room 231.
Education 726: Seminar in Science in the
Elementary School 2 semester hours
This seminar is designed for teachers and supervisors of the ele-
mentary school, including beginning ITTP teachers. The work will include
the development of teaching projects suitable for guiding the learning
activities of children. Acquaintance is made with varied sources of teach-
ing aids. Emphasis is given to organizing pupil activities into effective
teaching units and into a science program for the elementary schooL Six
weeks.
2 :00-3:00 (plus a selected laboratory period). Room 210.
Education 801a (4-6 S.H.) 801b(1-4 S.H.):
Workshop in Elementary Education 1·8 semester hours
The workshop will deal with any phase of elementary education in
which sufficient interest is shown by its members. Each teacher will report
on a group or individual project. Emphasis will doubtless be placed upon
curriculum methods and materials for the developing child.
The workshop is for regular graduate teachers, supervisors and prin-
cipals, second and third summer ITTP teachers. A limited number of
teachers who are completing their undergraduate program, may apply in
advance for registration in the workshop to do from one to four weeks
work on a self-proposed problem and plan of study. Arrangements for
part-session work should be made with the student's adviser, or if the
student has no adviser, with the chairman of the department. Credit for
part-session work is generally 1 S.H. for each week's work.
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Ed. SOla was formerly 801, and Ed. 80lb was formerly 802. Teachers
who have had either Ed. 801, or Ed. 802 may take the new companion
workshop for a total of 8 S.H. Registration in the workshop is by
advisement. Six weeks.
9:00-10:40 and 1:00-2:00. Room 215.
Education 815: Supervision B: Instructional Program
in the Elementary School 3 semester hours
This seminar is one-half of a six-semester block of work designed to
prepare experienced teachers for supervisory work in the elementary
school. This course and either of the companion courses, Ed. 814 or Ed.
816, are designed to meet the state requirements for certification as super-
visor in the elementary school. The course counts toward the master's
degre, and may be used for supervisory certification with the permission
of the State Department of Education. Three weeks-July 3 to 21. (May
be followed by Ed. 816 from July 24 to August 12.)
10 :45-1 :00. Room 404.
Education 816: ij;lementary School Prtnclpalship I:
Organization and Personnel 3 semester hours
The purpose of this seminar is to prepare experienced teachers' for
elementary school administrative work and to meet one-half of the state
requirements for certification as an elementary school principal. This
course and either of its companion courses Ed. 817 or 815 are organized
to meet the state requirements for certification for elementary school
principalship work. The course counts toward the master's degree, and
may be used as partial requirements for an elementary school principal's
certificate when the permission of the State Department of Education has
been secured. Three weeks-July 24 to August 12. (May be prefaced by
Ed. 815, July 3 to 21.)
10:45-1:00. Room 404.
Education 812: Educational Research in
Elementary Education 2 semester hours
This study of educational research is planned to develop an apprecia-
tion of the nature and contributions of research to the field of education,
and to encourage teachers to use research as a means of professional
advancement. This seminar may be elected by graduate teachers, super-
visors or principals who desire a consumer's appreciation of research in
education, and by those who wish to do research work. Six weeks.
12 :00-1 :00. Room 122A.
Education 840: Individual Problems in
Elementary Education 1-4 semester hours
This opportunity for studying one or more individual problems is
extended to experienced teachers who can work independently and who
are confronted with in-service problems calling for research, and con-
sultation services of specialists at the college. Arrangements for this type
of work must be arranged through one's adviser in advance of registra-
tion, or if the teacher has no adviser, through the chairman of the depart-
ment. Should a teacher be pursuing no other course besides Education 805,
a special fee of $10 will be charged. Time arranged with instructor.
English
English 703: Shakespeare 3 semester hours
The study of certain of the major plays with extensive reading of
others. Plays will be considered as poetry, as staged performances, and as
reflecting the mind of the playwright and the nature of the Elizabethan
Theatre. Six weeks.
9:00-10:20. Room 404.
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Euglieh715: Studies in American Literature 2 semester hours
In this course the student makes an intensive study of the major works
of a few important writers such as Emerson, Thoreau, and Whitman. The
relation of their ideas to political and social thought will be traced. All
students in this course should have had at least one undergraduate course
in American Literature. Six weeks.
2 :00-3 :00. Room 115.
Music
Music 701: Music in History 2 semester hours
A survey of the growth and development of music as an important
factor in western culture. The significant movements in the development
of the art of music are studied in relationship to the political, economic,
and cultural conditions which have influenced them. Six weeks.
1:00-2:00. Room 129.
Health and Physical Education, Recreation Education
PE 701: ActivityProgram Clinic for Elementary School
Physical Education Teachers 2 semester hours
This is a course in which various types of activities appropriate to
respective elementary grade levels are demonstrated and evaluated. Gen-
eral and specific fundamental motor skills, teaching methods, skill pro-
gression and group interaction are studied. Six weeks.
11:00-12:00 and 1:00-2:00. Room 213.
HE 701: Current Developments in Personal and
Community Health 2 semester hours
The most recent developments in hygiene, public health, and preven-
tive medicine will be investigated and their application to the school
health program will be made. Six weeks.
9 :00-10 :00. Room 206.
HE 701: Outdoor Education in the School Program 2 semester hours
A consideration of the implications for school teachers and adminis-
trators of the outdoor education movement as a basic integral part of
public education with suggested program materials and methods for the
various age levels in the schools. 7th and 8th week.
Full time. Course offered at Raquette Lake Camp.
HE 702: The Role of the Elementary SchoolTeacher
in SchoolHealth Education 2 semester hours
Effective functions of the teacher in elementary school health pro-
grams will be studied. Daily observation of pupils, unit development,
coordination and integration of teaching, and administrative aspects of
school health education at this academic level will constitute the course.
7th and 8th week.
9 :00-11 :30.
PE 702: ActivityProgram.Clinic in Football and
Basketball 2 semester bours
This is an advanced coaching course designed to cover basic funda-
mental skills and techniques, coaching methods, components of effective
team organization, and the function of strategy in the highly organized
games of football and basketball. Six weeks.
1:00-3:00. Room 406.
PE 705: Workshop in Planning Facilities and
Equipment for the Physical Education Program 2 semester hours
A workshop designed to assist teachers, directors and administrative
authorities with problems in planning and re-adapting school physical
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education facilities and equipment to meet the standards of functional
adequacy. Six weeks.
11 :00-12:00. Room 213.
PE 801: Workshop in Physical Education
Curriculum Construction 2 semester hours
This workshop is a practical approach to program planning applicable
to the local situation of the teacher. Generally accepted educational aims
and objectives, philosophies and principles will form the basis for the
development of programs of physical education for elementary and/or
secondary levels, recognizing the needs of the community and individuals,
and other factors which control the local situation. 7th and 8th weeks.
9 :00-11 :30.
RE 801: Workshop in Correlation of the
School and Community Recreation Program 3 semester hours
A study of the range and scope of community recreation with particu-
lar emphasis given to the place of the school as an agency in the com-
munity, with special strategic opportunities and responsibilities in achiev-
ing a successful year-round community program meeting needs of all
ages. Students will share with the class those problems in community
recreation that have developed in their experience, and will be guided in
finding their solutions. In addition, each student will develop a major
report on a problem involving the school and community recreation pro-
gram in his own situation, the solution of which he feels would be most
helpful. Six weeks.
3:00-4:30. Room 129.
PE 802: Workshop in Supervisionof the Public School
Physical Education Program 3 semester hours
A course designed for the study of principles, problems, relationships
and development of desirable procedures for the supervision of physical
education programs. Six weeks.
8 :00-9 :30. Room 213.
PE 803: Individual Problems in PhysicalEducation 1·2 semester hours
This individual study is designed to permit teachers in service with
unique problems to consult with specialists in their field. Effective prac-
tical solutions will be sought in terms of the local situations and the school
and community needs, interests, and resources. By appointment.
RE803: Individual Problems in Recreation 1.2 semesterhours
This individual study is designed to permit teachers and recreation
leaders in service with unique problems to consult with specialists in their
field. Effective practical solutions will be sought in terms of the local
situations and the school and community needs, interests, and resources.
By appointment.
HE 803: Individual Problems in Health Education 1.2 semester hours
This course is so designed that teachers in service with unique prob-
lems may consult and confer with specialists in their field. Effective prac-
tical solutions will be sought in terms of the local situations and the
school-community needs, interests, and resources.
By appointment.
PE 806: Curren"tMeasurement and Evaluation
Techniques in Physical Education 2 semester hours
A critical study of acceptable available tests and techniques of
measurement and evaluation in physical education will be made. Evalua-
tion of the effectiveness of various tests in particular instances and in
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local situations will be considered. The selection, construction, adaptations
and utilization of tests and techniques for desirable outcomes will be
emphasized. Six weeks.
10:00-11:00. Room 10.
Science
Science602 and 702: Geneticsand Eugenics 2 semester hours each
A study of the fundamental principles of heredity. In addition to the
Mendelian laws, more recent discoveries in this field such as imperfect
dominance, multiple factors, sex determination, lethal factors, and muta-
tions are considered. The relative forces of heredity and environment
are discussed. On the eugenic side, the inheritance of natural abilities and
capacities are noted and special attention is given to the differential birth
rate, the present eugenic trend of the American people, how to eliminate
the defective strains of germ plasm, and suggested measures to preserve
the superior strains. It is also of special value to teachers in that it
enables them to appreciate the basic factors underlying individual differ-
ences and the relationship of heredity and environment in the develop-
ment of the individual. (For 702 credit, individual research paper re-
quired.) Eight weeks.
12:00-1:00. Room 206.
Science711: EconomicBiologyand Conservation 3 semester hours
This course will enable the student to appreciate the value of animals
and plants to man's progress. The need for conservation and control of
many forms of life will be emphasized. Six weeks.
10:40-12:00. Room 210.
Social Studies
SocialStudies 702: Issues in AmericanHistory 2 semester hours
This is especially designed for those whose work in American history
was taken a number of years ago. It presumes a basic knowledge of the
subject on the part of the student. Attention is given to those issues that
are being discussed by historians at any given time-to the changing
front of historical scholarship. Present examples would be the revisionist
theories in regard to the Turner frontier thesis, or the causes of the Civil
War. Six weeks.
11:00-12:00. Room 405.
Social Studies 717: Global Geography 2 semester hours
This course provides an intensive study of the areal distribution of
power factors such as location, surface, climate and natural resources
and man's use of these to improve his economic, social and political status.
World populations, industries and political geography will be among
topics for discussion and report. Six weeks.
2:00-3:00. Room 112.
SocialStudies 719: Biography of Great Americans 2 semester hours
This course will consist of an examination of our national develop-
ment through the media of biographical materials. Class lectures will be
based upon the lives of certain representative American figures. They will
also offer the students a means of becoming acquainted with recent bio-
graphical literature. Course readings will consist of an examination of
outstanding biographies. Six weeks.
2:00-3:00. Room 405.
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